Cell lines as in vitro models for drug screening and toxicity studies.
Cell culture is highly desirable, as it provides systems for ready, direct access and evaluation of tissues. The use of tissue culture is a valuable tool to study problems of clinical relevance, especially those related to diseases, screening, and studies of cell toxicity mechanisms. Ready access to the cells provides the possibility for easy studies of cellular mechanisms that may suggest new potential drug targets and, in the case of pathological-derived tissue, it has an interesting application in the evaluation of therapeutic agents that potentially may treat the dysfunction. However, special considerations must be addressed to establish stable in vitro function. In primary culture, these factors are primarily linked to greater demands of tissue to adequately survive and develop differentiated conditions in vitro. Additional requirements include the use of special substrates (collagen, laminin, extracellular matrix preparations, etc.), growth factors and soluble media supplements, some of which can be quite complex in their composition. These demands, along with difficulties in obtaining adequate tissue amounts, have prompted interest in developing immortalized cell lines which can provide unlimited tissue amounts. However, cell lines tend to exhibit problems in stability and/or viability, though they serve as a feasible alternative, especially regarding new potential applications in cell transplant therapy. In this regard, stem cells may also be a source for the generation of various cell types in vitro. This review will address aspects of cell culture system application, with focus on immortalized cell lines, in studying cell function and dysfunction with the primary aim being to identify cell targets for drug screening.